
media kit.



the WorkMore media kit is 
intended for any audience
who desires to understand
us better.

disclaimer 1.0



to empower founders through 
trust, timeless design and data 
driven solutions.

mission statement 2.0



why are we here?



WorkMore Inc. is a consulting firm that 
focuses on providing long-term, data-driven 
solutions to bring growth within the eye of 
the public. founding teams reach out to us 
when they are ready to take things to the next 
level but require clarity with their narrative 
in order to take it to market.

why 3.0



how we do what we do.



how 3.1

with a consulting approach we determine 
the best solution to your hindrances and 
proceed with in house solutions; blurring 
the lines of media production, design and 
marketing to bring growth-focused change.



the tools we use.



our tools 4.0

our arsenal consists of multiple teams who specialize in their respective niche; we retain our level of 
excellence by treating each specialty as a tool to a plausible solution.

design.

brand discovery.

media production.

website development.market research.

advertising.



a few clients.





& two projects we
especially enjoyed.



 

 

It was WorkMore’s foundational approach that brought 
tollo to life. when founders Dan MacKinnon and Ian Ball 
began their journey with us, they had experience, they had 
vision and they had drive. they just did not have a name, 
a brand, or well articulated aesthetic. we got together, 
had a few beers in a boardroom, identified every value 
they share and began doodling on the walls. creating and 
capturing the brand in the word: tollo.

tollo, from a latin dialect means to raise, to lift, to elevate. 
that’s hecking on brand. that’s what Dan and Ian are going 
to do. cheers to that. tollo is challenging the status quo by 
living intentionally through every aspect of life, by creating 
products that: “fulfill the basic living and workspace needs 
with the intent to live better, live smarter and live happier”. 
it was our challenge to draft something sophisticated, 
timeless and different. we needed to ‘tollo’ our branding 
practices. so we sipped some coffee, and did just that.



working with the best is in our blood, it is in our dna, 
it is the only way we see fit. this mindset allowed us 
to join forces with Best of Calgary, working alongside 
them to impact and showcase calgarians that are 
truly doing the best things. from developing the 
newly refined site and compiling all ‘best-of’ winners 
to capturing and sharing calgary’s finest moments, 
we took care of the whole process. we just want the 
Best of Calgary team to celebrate the best moments, 

celebrate the people, celebrate calgary!

a rewarding moment came when we shared visuals 
of our city on one-hundred winner plaques. currently 
residing in their well deserved dwellings; their 
homes.  with that we continue our journey with Best 
of Calgary, year after year, making magic happen, 

showcasing the ‘best of calgary’. 



you’re frustrated with hitting 
a wall. you expect excellence. 
we break walls down and craft 
solutions for a living. reach out.




